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INDICE ALFABETICO PARA EL DICCIONARIO MINERO (ESPANOL,pnaNCnS, el-nlfAm )I RUSO), by Arryaruno Novrrzxv. 217 pp. quarto, Buenos

Aires, 1958 (Price, 912.00; can be ordered from El Ateneo, Florida i40,:Buenos Aires,
Argentina, or Libreria del Colegio, Alsina y Bolivar, Buenos Aires, Argentina).
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CONCISE INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY OF MECHANICS AND GEOLOGY.
English-French-German-spanish. S. A. cooper philosophical Library, rnc., New york.
400 pp. 96.00.
This small dictionary has an English section of 199 pages, with equivalents given se_

quentially in French, German, and spanish, and three subsequent indexes in French,
German, and Spanish. Every page in the English section has its words or phrase entries
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numbered from top to bottom, and the alphabetical listings in the foreign indexes are re'

ferred to the appropriate page and entry number.
The compiler states in his preface, "The contents are mainly based on GENERAL

MACHINE PARTS and MECHANICAL terms. It was thought advisable, however, to

add varieties of COAL, IRON and STEEL, and this led naturally to the inclusion of a

rvide selection of ALLOYS, MINERALS and GEOLOGICAL expressions." The reviewer

fails to see what is necessarily natural about such a sequence, but agrees that the selection

of geological terms may have been wide but hardly broad. A quick inspection reveals the

lack of inclusion of: dike, sill, strike, plunge, and igneous. Yet such rare mineral species or

varietal names as jaipurite, chalcostibnite (sic), and argentic mica are included. Listed

too are numerous botanicai terms, especially names of trees (broadJeaved lime tree,

British oak). What are these doing in a dictionary of mechanics and geology? Furthermore

numerous chemical terms aiso have been thrown in-Chloride of potassium, carbonate

of zinc, etc , and who needs a dictionary to translate them from French, German or Spanish

to English?
All in all, the dictionary is neither fish nor fowl nor good red herring type, but kitchen

sink type and a spotty one at that. It may be a concise dictionary of mechanics but it is

sneaky to call it any kind of a dictionary of geology.
E. Wu. HnrNmcr

Unhersit'! of Michican
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